Infrastructure Africa encourages African unity through regional projects
14 August 2017, Johannesburg - Intra-African trade sits at around 11% and if Africa could boost its
regional integration levels, it would boost its economic growth plans. There is power in numbers
and collaboration on infrastructure projects between African nations would be to the benefit of
Africa as a whole, whilst also bringing down the costs of doing business.
The 6th annual Infrastructure Africa Business Forum will present African leaders and
infrastructure stakeholders with an opportunity to unpack the enormous growth potential by
addressing Africa’s regional projects and plans.
The way forward will be examined in light of Agenda 2063’s goals for Africa’s infrastructure
growth and development. Agenda 2063, which represents the AU’s vision for unity, selfdetermination, progress and collective prosperity, is a shared framework for inclusive growth and
sustainable development to be achieved by 2063. The idea was birthed and agreed upon by the
African leaders in 2013 during the 50th Anniversary of the Organization of African Unity, and was
ratified in 2015. It is the African Union’s plan for the socio-economic transformation of the
continent over the next 50 years and includes the AU’s infrastructure plan to expedite Africa’s
build programmes.
Is this an elusive objective? Not according to Liz Hart, Managing Director of Infrastructure Africa
said, “The story of Africa’s development is an exciting one, with enormous untapped potential still
to be accessed and realised, especially in the infrastructure space.”
The African Union’s Agenda 2063 presents a framework for a future integrated Africa that is
prosperous, peaceful and productive and where all its citizens are in a position to develop their
potential. The plan is to promote sustainable and long-term stewardship of Africa’s heritage and
resources, placing Africa in a position to drive its own development, while accelerating socioeconomic growth and technological transformation, with the resultant eradication of poverty and
gender discrimination.
Some of the past and current initiatives it builds on include: the Lagos Plan of Action, The Abuja
Treaty, The Minimum Integration Programme, the Programme for Infrastructural Development in
Africa (PIDA), the Comprehensive Africa Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP), The
New partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), Regional Plans and Programmes and
National Plans. It is also built on national, regional, continental best practices in its formulation.

These plans will be discussed at the conference, taking place at the Sandton Convention Centre
on the 21 and 22 August.
“Infrastructure is the key to Africa’s socio-economic transformation and faster growth, but
requires the collaboration of experts and policy makers, which is what the Infrastructure Africa
conference is all about,” said Hart.
Agenda 2063’s infrastructure goals for Africa include well-developed ICT and digital economies,
as well as world-class transport infrastructures such as high-speed railway networks and roads,
supported by efficient sea and air transport. A Pan-African High Speed Train Network will
connect all the major cities of the continent, with adjacent highways and pipelines for gas, oil,
water, as well as ICT Broadband cables and other infrastructure. This will be a catalyst for
manufacturing, skills development, technology, research and development, investments and
tourism.
The planned world-class infrastructures will promote Africa’s socio-economic growth and
sustainable development and will see intra-African trade growing from less than 12% in 2013 to
approaching 50% by 2045. By 2063, Africa’s share of global trade will rise from 2% to 12%,
making Africa an important player on the international stage.
However, achieving these goals requires collaboration by relevant stakeholders – such as those
represented at the Infrastructure Africa Business Forum on the 21 and 22 August.
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More information about the 2017 Infrastructure Africa Business Forum
The sixth Infrastructure Africa Business Forum to be hosted on the 21-22 August 2017 in Sandton, South
Africa, will bring together prominent African infrastructure experts, government officials and business
leaders to accelerate the business of infrastructure development across the continent.

The 2-day conference and showcase exhibition provides an opportunity for companies to focus on the
continent’s growth hotspots, discuss infrastructure trends, meet project developers and
relevant government authorities, whilst exploring infrastructure business opportunities. The event has
the highest level of African and South African endorsement for an infrastructure event on the continent,
and provides the business platform for private and public sector players seeking to meet African
infrastructure project owners.
The event partners are the NEPAD Planning & Coordinating Agency (NEPAD Agency) and Trade Invest
Africa. Strategic corporate sponsors have aligned themselves to the Infrastructure Africa Business Forum
and include Liquid Telecom, DBSA, Trade & Development Bank and ECIC.

To register your attendance, please visit:
www.infrastructure-africa.com
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